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ABSTRACT
The goal of this project is to design and develop an ultra-wide band antenna

which can receive signals from 800 MHz to 6 GHz. An equiangular spiral antenna
topology is chosen to be modeled using Microwave Office RF simulation tool. An
antenna prototype is built and measured to see if it meets all specifications. The antenna
gain, input and output return losses and radiation patterns for various frequencies are
measured, compared and properly documented in this report.
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2.

INTRODUCTION
The first very wide-band antenna using spiral topology was invented by Ed Turner in

1950s. Rumsey advanced the equiangular spiral theory in 1954 and then, Burdine and Jones, et
al. helped explain its performance in 1960s. [6]
The spiral antenna can be left-hand or right-hand circularly polarized. The advantage of
the spiral antenna is that it has a very wide band but its weakness is that it has a very low gain.
The spiral antenna can be excited by driving opposite arms with equal amplitude
opposite phases 0˚ & 180˚. The most popular design is based on the Archimedean Spiral
Equation such as:
r1 (φ) = (d+w) φ /360˚ + ra,

φi < φ < φe

r2 (φ) = (d+w) (φ -180˚)/ 360˚ + ra,

φi +180˚ < φ < φe +180˚

where, r1 (φ) is the radial distance from the origin to the arbitrary point on the
centerline of the spiral, r1 (φ) the winding angle , and d the radial distance between initial point
and ending points after one turn. ra is the radial distance from the origin to the initial point of
the spiral line, with w the line width designed as 50 Ω. [10]

The Spiral Antenna can be built using a Copper sheet or Microstrip Lines. An example of a
spiral antenna built is shown in figure (1).
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Figure (1) A Sample Microstrip Spiral Antenna

2.1.

S-Parameters
S-parameters are pretty critical in the Microwave Engineering projects because all

RF design simulations are applied and analyzed using these parameters. S-Parameters are
the Scattering Parameters defined from the incident voltage (Vi), the reflected voltage
(Vr) and the transmitted voltage (Vt). The voltage at each port of the network is equal to
the summation of the incident and reflected voltages. The maximum power is transferred
to the network when the impedance of the source and network are equal.
The S-parameters of the n-port network can be shown as [Vr] = [S] [Vi] ,
where [Vr] is the matrix of reflected voltages, [S] is the matrix of S-Parameters and [Vi]
is the matrix of indent voltages from each port.
Then, the S-parameters of the 2-port network are given by:
S11 = Vr1 / Vi1, S12 = Vt1 / Vi2, S21 = Vt2 / Vi1, S22 = Vr2 / Vi2
Matching impedance of the antenna to 50 Ω so that it will be equal to the source
impedance to get a decent input return loss (S11) is the goal of my project. The
relationship of Input Return Loss (S11) and Voltage Standing Wave Ratio (VSWR) table
is also mentioned in the Appendix A.
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2.2.

Specifications

The project proposed model should meet the following specifications:








3.

Frequency Range: From 800 MHz to 6 GHz
S11: < 15 dB
Size: 8” x 8”
Circularly Polarized
Unidirectional
50 Ω Impedance

DESIGN AND SIMULATIONS
A Microstrip line of width 40 mils and length 10 mils is used as a center point for 2-

arms spiral antenna simulation in Microwave Office as shown in figure (2) below.

Figure (2) Spiral Schematic in Microwave Office

Then, an extraction block as shown in figure (3) is used to apply the schematic element
for the simulations Microwave EM Structure.
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Figure (3) Extract Control Block

A spiral-shaped microstrip with two arms as shown in figure (4) is drawn in the EM
structure so that the input return loss and radiation pattern of the antenna can be simulated
using AWR AXIEM features.

Figure (4) Spiral EM Structure

Actually, this spiral-shaped metal is an 1-oz copper strip on a di-electric substrate with
a copper ground plane as seen in the following figure (5).
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Figure (5) Spiral Copper Layout

Initial simulation results of Right-Hand Circularly Polarized Radiation Patterns, LeftHand Circularly Polarized Pattern and Input Return Loss (S11) of the spiral EN Structure are
shown in the figure (6) as follows.

Figure (6) RHCP, LHCP radiations Patterns and Initial Simulation S11

Then, the RHCP and LHCP radiation patterns are simulated and plotted in the Azimuth
degrees as seen in the following figure (7).
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Figure (7) LHCP and RHCP Radiation Patterns in Azimuth system

After trying a couple of simulations in the AWR EM Structure, the following S11 graph
represents the best result in a couple of trials.
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Figure (8) Initial Simulated Input Return Loss (S11)

Even though, this simulation doesn’t meet initial S11 specification as desired, I decided
to give it a try with building a prototype.

4.

PROTOTYPE DEVELOPMENT AND TESTS
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The proposed spiral antenna structure has exactly 8 inch from the center point of
the spiral to the end point of each of the arms. An actual-sized paper of the spiral antenna
structure is printed to mark the patterns on the copper sheet as seen in figure (9) and the
finally incised spiral patterns can be seen in figure (10).

Figure (9) Spiral Pattern printed on paper

Figure (10) Spiral Patterns on Copper Sheet

Finally, 2 copper arms of the spiral antenna were cut and put together on an 1.5 inch
thick white foam as seen in figure (11).
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Figure (11) Two Spiral-shaped Copper Arms on a white foam

A semi-rigid cable was used to connect the spiral arms, one with the center
connector of the cable and another with the ground of the cable as shown in figure (12).

Figure (12) Copper Arms Connected with SMA Cable

The other end of the cable is protruding at the bottom of the foam and connected with
an SMA connector as seen in figure (13).
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Figure (13) SMA Connector from the Bottom

Then, the spiral antenna prototype is ready to be tested with a network analyzer test setup as shown in figure (14).

Figure (14) Spiral Antenna Test Setup
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5.

RESULTS

5.1.

First Prototype Measurements

The measured S11 graph is depicted in figure (15) in Magnitude plot. It
was around -6 dB from 500 MHz to 8 GHz and it gets better with around -8dB
until 20 GHz.

Figure (15) Spiral Antenna Input Return Loss (S11)

The measured S11 graph in Smith Chart is also shown in figure (16) as follows.
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Figure (16) Spiral Antenna Input Return Loss (S11) Smith Chart

Even though, the result is not bad, it certainly is not satisfying. Then, I was reminded to
put a ground plane at the foam and try it again by Professor Kwok. Aluminum tapes are used to
put ground plane at the bottom of the foam and connected to the ground of the cable as shown
in figure (17).

Figure (17) Ground Metal Tape at the Bottom
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The result got absolutely better as shown in figure (18). All the S11 frequencies
are now matched down to -7.5 dB from 800 MHz to around 12 GHz. The measured
spiral S11 and S22 graphs are also compared in this figure.

Figure (18) S11 Comparison of Spiral Antenna with GND and without GND
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5.2.

Final Measurements

The results are satisfying although they don’t quite resemble the simulation graph.
It might be because the first spiral prototype is rather an elliptical shape than an exactly
circularly spiral shape. Thus, an exact circular –shaped antenna was built and measured
again in hope of getting a better antenna matching than the first try.

Figure (19) Second Spiral in Circular Shape

The second spiral prototype was shown in figure (19) and its measured S11
results are depicted in figure (20) and figure (21) respectively.

Figure (20) Final Measured Input Return Loss (S11)
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Figure (21) Final Measured S11 in Smith Chart

The final prototype measurement didn’t improve much in terms of matching up
to around 4 GHz but it definitely resembles the simulation graph and get better at high
frequencies up to 20 GHz as compared in figure (22) shown below.

Figure (22) Simulated Vs. Measured Final Input Return Loss (S11)
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The following figure (23) shows the Gain (S21) of the spiral antenna. The
graph peaks at around 800 MHz with about -11 dB and decreases as the frequencies goes
up to 20GHz.

Figure (23) Final Measured Antenna Gain (S21)

And then the antenna radiation patterns are plotted in Spreadsheet using the measured
gain data at 800 MHz, 6 GHz and 20 GHz respectively as shown in figure (24).
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Figure (24) Measured Antenna Patterns Calculation in Excel

Figure (25) is the measured Radiation pattern at 800 MHz, very similar to the
simulation pattern.

Figure (25) Measured Spiral Radiation Pattern at 800 MHz
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Figure (26) is the measured Radiation pattern at 6 GMHz. Even though, it was a little
different with the pattern at 800 MHz, it is still unidirectional and resembles the simulation
pattern.

Figure (26) Measured Spiral Radiation Pattern at 6 GHz

The last figure represents the antenna Radiation Pattern at the 20 GHz. It still maintains
the circular pattern although it has a dent at the 180° in Azimuth system graph as shown in
figure (27).

Figure (27) Measured Spiral Radiation Pattern at 20 GHz
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6.

CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
The ultra-wide band spiral antenna prototypes are successfully built and measured using 2

copper arms, a white foam and an SMA cable.
Even though, their measured input and output return losses do not go down as specified,
they have at least 3:1 VSWR ratio and their working frequency range of 100 MHz to 20 GHz far
exceeds the specification range of 800 MHz to 6 GHz!
The future work includes improving the antenna matching by fabricating 2 spiral copper
arms on the Printing Circuit Board (PCB) with a definite di-electric substrate and more exact
antenna patterns. It would definitely yield better S11 performance results than these hand-made
prototypes do.
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APPENDIX A

Table (5) Table of Return Loss Vs. Voltage Standing Wave Ratio
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